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Release Notes for Data Security 

v7.6.0 Policy Patch

Topic 40080 / Updated: 15-Sep-2011

The July 2011 Policy Patch contains several important enhancements and fixes.  The 

patch can be installed over Data Security 7.6.0 versions. 

All the features of this patch are included in v7.6.2 and require no separate installation 

there.

Release Highlights 

� The U.S. Social Security Number classifier that is used in multiple policies was 

updated to reflect the new procedure for assigning new Social Security Numbers 

by the U.S. Social Security Administration (the “SSN randomization” procedure).

� A PCI Audit Policy:  A permissive policy for detecting potential credit card 

numbers. The policy contains several rules to address corner cases, such as 

numbers that appear as part of a long sequence, with user-defined delimiters. Most 

of the rules in the policy may cause a high rate of false positives and are not 

recommended for usage in production mode.

� Sweden PHI and Swedish Patient Data Act: Policies for detection of protected 

health information (PHI) of Swedish citizens and residents. The policies comprise 

rules for detection of health information and medical conditions (in Swedish or 

English), in proximity to personally identifiable information such as personal 

number (personnummer) or Swedish name.

� Time of day classifiers - New classifiers were added to allow you to create rules 

that will be operative during specified hours (e.g., outside working hours). 

� Improved stateful classifiers for detection of suspicious user’s behavior. The 

classifiers work by tracking the accumulated number of transactions that contain 

the same type of information and that were sent by the same user. 

� A discovery policy for detecting indecent imagess using image analysis.

See Installation, page 2 for instructions on obtaining and installing the patch. See 

Contents, page 3 for a detailed description of what the patch contains.

Applies To: Websense Data Security v7.6.0’

Websense Data Security v7.6.2
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Installation
Topic 40081 / Updated: 15-Sep-2011

If you have Data Security v7.6.0, install the policy patch using the following 

instructions. If you have Data Security v7.6.2, no separate installation is required.

1. In TRITON - Data Security, navigate to Settings > General > Policy Updates.

2. Click Install Updates on the toolbar. 

3. When prompted, browse to the zip file containing the patch. Obtain the patch on 

mywebsense.com.

4. Click Next.

5. Click Next again to install the updated policies and content classifiers.

6. The Update Process page shows you the progress of the update. This can take up 

to 10 minutes.

7. When the updates have installed successfully and you're ready to apply them, 

click Next.

8. A message confirms the update has completed successfully.

9. Click Finish. 

10.  Click Deploy to deploy the new and updated policies and classifiers.

Applies To: Websense Data Security v7.6.0 Policy Patch July 2011

https://www.websense.com/content/mywebsense-hotfixes.aspx
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Contents
Topic 40081 / Updated: 14-Jul-2011

New policies

PCI Audit

A permissive policy for detecting potential credit card numbers. The policy contains 

several rules to address corner cases, such as numbers that appear as part of a long 

sequence, with user-defined delimiters, etc. Most of the rules in the policy may cause 

a high rate of false positives and are not recommended for use in production mode. 

The policy comprises the following rules: 

� PCI Audit: No Word Boundaries: A permissive rule for detecting potential credit 

card numbers, based only on format and validation. The rule will also detect 

possible non-delimited credit card numbers, with no word boundaries. This rule 

may cause high rate of false positives and is not selected by default.

� PCI Audit: Non-Delimited: A permissive rule for detecting potential credit card 

numbers, based only on format and validation. The rule will detect only non-

delimited credit card numbers. This rule may cause high rate of false positives and 

is not selected by default.

� PCI Audit: User-Defined Delimiter: A permissive rule for detecting potential 

credit card numbers, based only on format and validation. The rule will detect 

only cards with the delimiter specified by the user, default delimiter is "-". This 

rule may cause high rate of false positives and is not selected by default.

� PCI Audit: CCN with Exp date: A permissive rule for detecting potential credit 

card numbers, based only on format and validation, in proximity to expiration 

dates. This rule may cause false positives and is not selected by default.

� PCI Audit: CCN with CVV: A permissive rule for detecting potential credit card 

numbers, based only on format and validation, in proximity to CVV. This rule 

may cause false positives and is not selected by default.

� PCI Audit: CCN without validation: A permissive rule for detection of at least 3 

potential credit card numbers, based only on format (without validation). This rule 

may cause false positives and is not selected by default.

� PCI Audit: Wide: A permissive rule for detecting potential credit-card-numbers, 

based only on format and validation. This rule may cause false positives and is not 

selected by default.

� PCI Audit: CCN - High Accuracy: Rule for detecting valid credit card numbers 

employing various heuristics involving credit card related terms and use of 

Applies To: Websense Data Security v7.6.0 Policy Patch July 2011

Websense Data Security v7.6.2
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delimiters. By default, only the first 4 digits and the last 4 digits are shown in the 

reports. This rule is selected by default.

� PCI Audit: Credit Card Tracks: Rule for detecting strings encoded on the 1st, 2nd, 

and 3rd magnetic tracks of a credit card. The string encoded on the 1st magnetic 

track of a credit card contains the card number and personal information of the 

card holder. The string encoded on the 2nd magnetic track of a credit card 

contains the CCN, PIN, expiration date, and other card issuer data. The string 

encoded on the 3rd magnetic track of a credit card contains the CCN, PIN, and 

other card issuer data. This rule is not selected by default.

Swedish PHI

For data in motion and for discovery. A policy for detecting protected health 

information (PHI) of Swedish citizens and residents. The policy comprises rules for 

detection of health information and medical conditions (in Swedish or English), in 

proximity to personally identifiable information such as personal number 

(personnummer), or name. The policy comprises the following rules: 

� Sweden PHI: Name and health information: PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting a 

Swedish full name, in proximity to health information in English or Swedish, 

employing various heuristics  in order to avoid false positives in diseases names. 

Swedish Name detection is based on dictionaries of common Swedish and other 

Nordic names, as well as names that are common in some minority groups (such 

as Arabs, Assyrians and Turkish people) and on entity recognition methods.

� Sweden PHI: Personal Number and Health information: PreciseID NLP Rule for 

detecting a validated Sweden personal number (personnummer), possibly in 

proximity to related terms, in proximity to health information in English or 

Swedish, employing various heuristics  in order to avoid false positives in 

diseases names.

� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Codes: PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting ICD10 codes and 

their descriptions in either Swedish or English. This rule is not selected by default.

� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Code and Description: PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting a 

validated Sweden personal number (personnummer), in proximity to the name of 

a disease, drug or a medical condition which is of a sensitive nature.

� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Descriptions: PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting descriptions 

(in English or Swedish) of medical conditions as appears in the ICD10 manual. 

This rule is not selected by default. 

� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Code and Name: PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting an 

ICD10 code with a Swedish name in proximity, with permissive logic for name 

detection. This rule is not selected by default.

� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Code and Name (Wide): PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting 

an ICD10 code with a Swedish name in proximity, with permissive logic for name 

detection. This rule is not selected by default.

� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Code and Name (Narrow): PreciseID NLP Rule for detecting 

an ICD10 code with a Swedish name in proximity, with restrictive logic for name 

detection. This rule is not selected by default.
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� Sweden PHI: ICD10 Code and Personal Number: PreciseID NLP Rule for 

detecting an ICD10 code with a validated Sweden personal number 

(personnummer) in proximity.

� Sweden PHI:  Names and Sensitive Disease or drug: PreciseID NLP Rule for 

detecting a combination of Swedish full name in proximity to the name of a 

disease, drug or a medical condition which is of a sensitive nature, employing 

various heuristics  in order to avoid false positives in diseases names, employing 

various heuristics  in order to avoid false positives in diseases names.

� Sweden PHI:  Personal Number and Sensitive Disease or drug: PreciseID NLP 

Rule for detecting a validated Sweden personal number (personnummer), in 

proximity to the name of a disease, drug or a medical condition which is of a 

sensitive nature, employing various heuristics  in order to avoid false positives in 

diseases names.

� Sweden PHI: DNA profile (default): Rule for detection of DNA sequences 

(strings composed of A,C,G,T).

Swedish Patient Data Act (SFS 2008:355, Patientdatalagen) 

For Discovery: A policy to promote compliance with the Swedish Patient Data Act 

(Patientdatalag , SFS 2008:355) that mandates protection of  protected health 

information (PHI) and Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of Swedish citizens 

and residents . The policy comprises rules for discovery of health information or 

medical conditions (in Swedish or English), in proximity to personally identifiable 

information such as personnummer or name, and for detection of SPSS files and 

Database files.

Acceptable Use – Indecent Images for Discovery

Policy for detection of indecent images using image analysis.

Modified policies 

Mexico PII & Mexico Private Information For Discovery

The following rules were added: 

� Mexico PII: CURP (Default): Rule for detecting the Mexico CURP (Clave 

Personal Interna del Servidor Publico) identity code. This rule searches CURP in 

proximity to a Mexican name or CURP supported term (such as “Seguro Social”, 

“CURP”, etc.)

� Mexico PII: CURP (Narrow): Rule for detecting the Mexico CURP (Clave 

Personal Interna del Servidor Publico) identity code. This rule searches CURP in 

proximity to a Mexican name and CURP supported term (such as “Seguro 

Social”, “CURP”, etc.). This rule is not enabled by default.
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� Mexico PII: CPISP (Default): Rule for detecting the Mexico CPISP. This rule 

searches CPISP in proximity to a Mexican name or other supported term (like 

“RFC”, “SSP”, “CPISP”, etc.)

� Mexico PII: CPISP (Narrow): Rule for detecting the Mexico CPISP. This rule 

searches CPISP in proximity to Mexican name and other supported term (like 

“RFC”, “SSP”, “CPISP”, etc.)

� Mexico PII: SSP Contratos Internos Detection: Rule for detecting the Contract 

Nomenclature of Secretaria de Seguridad Publica (SSP). This rule searches 

contract reference in proximity to supported term (“Contratos”, “Contrato”, 

“Contrato Interno”, etc.)

� Mexico PII & Mexico Private Information For Discovery: added new rules:

� Mexico PII: CURP (Default): Rule for detecting at least 3 Mexico CURP (Clave 

Personal Interna del Servidor Publico) identity code. This rule searches CURP in 

proximity to a Mexican name or CURP supported term (such as “Seguro Social”, 

“CURP”, etc.)

� Mexico PII: CURP (Narrow): Rule for detecting at least 3 Mexico CURP (Clave 

Personal Interna del Servidor Publico) identity code. This rule searches CURP in 

proximity to a Mexican name and CURP supported term (such as “Seguro 

Social”, “CURP”, etc.). This rule is not enabled by default.

� Mexico PII: CPISP (Default): Rule for detecting at least 3 Mexico CPISP 

numbers. This rule searches for CPISP in proximity to a Mexican name or other 

supported term (like “RFC”, “SSP”, “CPISP”, etc.)

� Mexico PII: CPISP (Narrow): Rule for detecting at least 3 Mexico CPISP 

numbers. This rule searches for CPISP in proximity to a Mexican name and other 

supported term (like “RFC”, “SSP”, “CPISP”, etc.)

� Mexico PII: SSP Contratos Internos Detection: Rule for detecting Contract 

Nomenclature of Secretaria de Seguridad Publica (SSP). This rule searches 

contract reference in proximity to supported term (“Contratos”, “Contrato”, 

“Contrato Interno”, etc.).

Spain PII & Spain Private Information for Discovery 

The following rules were added: 

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Name + CCN: Rule for detecting Spanish full names, when 

appearing in proximity to a Credit Card Number.

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Name + DNI: Rule for detecting of Spanish full names, when 

appearing in proximity to a DNI Number.

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Name + Passport: Rule for detecting Spanish full names, 

when appearing in proximity to a Spanish Passport Number.

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Name + Address (default): Rule for detecting Spanish full 

names, when appearing in proximity to a Spanish Address.

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Name + Address (narrow): Rule for detecting Spanish full 

names, when appearing in proximity to a Spanish Address which includes a 

municipality name.
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� SPAIN PII: Spanish Name + IBAN: Rule for detecting IBAN numbers, when 

appearing in proximity to a Spanish full name. 

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Names + Phone Numbers: Rule for detecting at least 20 

Spanish Phone Numbers, when appear in proximity to a Spanish full name.

� SPAIN PII: Spanish Names + Email Addresses: Rule for detecting at least 20 e-

mail addresses, when appear in proximity to a Spanish full name.

UK DPA 

Two new rules were added:

� UK DPA: UK Driver Number and CCN (Wide): Rule for detecting UK Driver 

Numbers, when appearing together with valid credit card number. This rule may 

cause false positives and is not activated by default.

� UK DPA: UK Driver Number (Wide): Rule for detecting at least 4 UK Driver 

numbers. This rule may cause false positives and is not activated by default.

Both rules were added in addition to the default ones, and are not selected by default.

The modified structure of the  UK driver number is “AAAAA-101111-AAA-AA” 

with optional delimiters. Support terms for the default rule are “driver”, “drivers”, and 

“license”.  Additional validation ensures that at least one of the characters in the DL is 

in the range G-Z. (The example AAAAA111111AAAAA would not be detected.)

UK PII  & Information Governance Toolkit V8

A new rule was added:  

UK PII: UK Driver Number and Name (Wide): Rule for detecting UK Driver 

Numbers, when appearing together with a UK person’s full name. This rule may cause 

false positives and is not selected by default.  (This rule was added in addition to the 

default one.)

PHI policies

SPSS files frequently contain sensitive healthcare statistical data.  The following rules 

were added to all channels to detect SPSS text files:

� US PHI: SPSS Text files

� Australia PHI: SPSS Text files

� Israel PHI: SPSS Text files

� Norway PHI: SPSS Text files

� UK PHI: SPSS Text files

� Italy  PHI: SPSS Text files
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New classifiers

Time Of Day

� Time of Day -  Working Hours: Return “True” if the current time falls between the 

times specified as working hours (the default values for working hours are from 8 

a.m. to 5 p.m.). The hours are configurable in the classifier’s parameters. This 

classifier can be used to create a rule that is valid in the working hours as 

determined by the user.

� Time Of Day - Outside Working Hours: Return “True” if the current time falls 

between the times specified as outside working hours (the default values for 

outside working hours are from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m.). The hours are configurable in 

the classifier’s parameters. This classifier can be used to create a rule that is valid 

in the working hours as determined by the user.

� Time Of Day - General 1, 2 & 3: Return “True” if the current time  is after the 

time specified as the “from time” and before the “to time”.  The hours are 

configurable in the classifier’s parameters. You can update the from and to hours 

by editing the classifier. This classifier can be used to create a rule that is valid in 

the working hours as determined by the user.

Nordic names 

Detection of common Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, Danish and Icelandic names.  

Swedish Names (Wide)

Detection of Swedish full names (Wide). This content classifier should be used in 

conjunction with additional data, because it is permissive.

Swedish Names 

Detection of Swedish full names.

Swedish Names (Narrow) 

Detection of Swedish full names (Narrow).

Contract Reference of Secretaria de Seguridad Publica (SSP) 

Detection of Contract Nomenclature of Secretaria de Seguridad Publica (SSP).
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CURP (Clave Unica de Registro de Poblacion) 

Detection of Contract Nomenclature of CPISP (Clave Personal Interna del Servidor 

Publico).

Mexican Names 

Detection of full names (Wide). This content classifier should be used in conjunction 

with additional data as it is permissive.

SPSS text files: sps 

Detection of SPSS (.sps) text files.

Spanish Passports 

Detection of Spanish Passport numbers (2 letters preceded by 6 numbers) with a 

support term in proximity.

Spanish Address 

Detection of Spanish addresses composed of address support terms in English or 

Spanish and a house number.

Spanish Phone Numbers 

Detection of Spanish Phone Numbers with 9 or 11 digits, start with 6 or 9 for 9 digits, 

and 346 or 349 for 11 digits. Supported delimitations are in the following formats: 

ddd-ddd-ddd

� ddd ddd ddd

� ddddddddd

� dd-ddd-ddd-ddd

� dd ddd dd ddd

� ddddddddddd

Spanish Phone Numbers (Wide)

Detection of Spanish Phone Numbers with 9 or 11 digits, start with 6 or 9 for 9 digits, 

and 346 or 349 for 11 digits. Supported delimitations are in the following formats:

� ddd-ddd-ddd

� ddd ddd ddd

� ddddddddd

� dd-ddd-ddd-ddd
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� dd ddd dd ddd

� ddddddddddd

Note: This classifier may cause false positive and not recommended for use.

Sensitive Diseases Dictionary (Swedish)

Detection of names of a disease, drug, or medical condition that are of a sensitive 

nature (Swedish/English)

Health Information Dictionary (Swedish)

Detection of sensitive health conditions in Swedish or in English.

Mexico CPISP Support Terms 

Detection of Mexico CPISP support terms.

Spanish Municipalities 

Detection of Spanish municipality names.

Mexico CPISP (Clave Personal Interna del Servidor Publico)

Detection of Mexico CPISP.

UK Driver Number (Wide)

Detection of UK Driver Numbers. The modified structure of the UK driver number is 

“AAAAA-101111-AAA-AA” with optional delimiters. Support terms for the default 

rule are “driver”, “drivers”, and “license”. Additional validation ensures that at least 

one of the characters in the DL is in the range G-Z. (The example 

AAAAA111111AAAAA would not be detected.)

Driver License: U.S.

All patterns with support : Detection of various U.S. driver license formats, with 

support term in proximity.

Malicious Concealment: 

The following classifiers were added:

� Reversed Text - Detection of content suspected to be manipulated as reversing the 

text. 
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� Malicious Concealment - Upside down text detection of content suspected to be 

manipulated using upside down manipulation.

� Malicious Concealment: L33T - Detection of content suspected to be manipulated 

using L33T manipulation. 

� Malicious Concealment: ROT13 - Detection of content suspected to be 

manipulated using ROT13 manipulation.

Modified classifiers

U.S. SSN classifiers

Modified to support randomized Social Security Numbers. 

Count Stateful 1,2,3,4 &5, Count Attachments (Stateful),Count 

CVs (Stateful) and Count Source Code Attachments (Stateful)

Allows the user to select higher periods of time. There are several new parameters:

� Maximal period of time (days) - Maximal period of time in which the consecutive 

breaches should occur before an incident is created. You can select 0-3 days. The 

default is 0 days.

� Maximal period of time (hours) - Maximal period of time in which the 

consecutive breaches should occur before an incident is created. You can select 0-

23 hours. The default is 1 hour.

Norway Personnummer

Extended script to detect D-numbers in addition to Norway Personal Numbers. The D-

numbers are assigned for Norway citizens without permanent residence.

UK driver license

Add support for non-delimited driver license numbers (as appears in the driver license 

itself).

UK NINO

Update NINO’s structure to allow optional delimiters (instead of mandatory).

Various 

Various improvements were made to the following classifiers:

� Japanese Surnames
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� Denmark: First Name

� Brazil: CPF

� US Names

� Chinese address 

� Spanish Names

� CDR

� US Price

� CV in English

� CV in Russian or Ukraine

� CV in Chinese (wide)

� CV in Chinese (default)

� CV in Chinese (narrow) 
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